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MSA Euroclassic 2009 

A French Foray 

For various reasons I had missed the 2008 run to Norway and so was very keen to do the 2009 run 
although none of the usual people in our village were able to join us this time so it was just me and 
John {his 7th Euro now} in the Corvette. The car had been running very reliably of late and apart 
from new carpets and leather seats it has had little serious work for a couple of years now. Unlike 
2007 we decided to play safe by setting off for Plymouth on Saturday staying overnight in Taunton 
which probably was a good decision given the massive jam on the M5 at the Avonmouth bridge we 
encountered on Saturday afternoon. 

Scrutineering was at the Novotel Plymouth again 
and we were on the ferry and in the bar by mid
afternoon Sunday ready to go. The entry was near 
the 100 maximum and interesting cars this year 
included Edward Courage’s Frazer Nash {right} 
which adopted the unusual strategy of going 
everywhere on a trailer behind a very old SWB
Land Rover and being unloaded at the circuits to 
do a few laps.
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Also on a trailer at that point was John De 
Stefano’s 8.1 litre Dodge Viper whose entry meant
that my car no longer had the biggest engine on the 
run, while other unusual cars included Paul 
Flagman’s Aston Martin Zagato, Tim Lewis’s 
Ferrari 250 Lusso, plus for the first time more
modern performance cars like Nigel Wright’s
BMW M3 were entered. 

Like last time despite the Bay of Biscay’s reputation for 
storms the crossing was millpond smooth so we arrived 
at Santander and did the run to the official start at Vitoria 
Gasteiz in brilliant sunshine.  As in 2007 I was struck by 
how great the scenery in Northern Spain is and the route 
took us through lovely mountains and woods the only 
problem being the blistering heat.

At the official start we were joined by several 
people like event regulars Keith and Anne in the 
Bentley and Sean and Eva in the Lotus who had 
taken more adventurous routes to the start.  There 
was an official reception in the town hall then it 
was onto Pamplona for the overnight stop at a large 
hotel on the outskirts. 

The heat had really got to me in the afternoon and I 
had intended to turn the aircon in the room up full 
but for some reason it would not go below 22.5c.

We had an 
excellent steak in 
the hotel restaurant 
and the night was 
uneventful except 
that it emerged that 
Brit Assist had
blocked the 
entrance to the 
local morgue in the 
early hours. 
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Tuesday saw another lovely day and a truly 
glorious run in the Pyrenees, the morning started 
sunny but cool which was ideal and the actual 
drive was one of the best ever on a Euro.

After a stop at Isaba we went over a mountain pass 
which was actually closed to the public as it was 
being rebuilt for the winter sports season but as 
usual we on the Euro were very privileged to have 
sole use.

It was actually quite high and I saw several Eagles 
as we drove over plus we met flocks of sheep, 
cows, and even some horses on the road.  There 
were a lot of hairpins and the downhill ones
caused the Corvette to cut out when on full lock 
but otherwise we had no problems.  Less lucky 
was the Fayek Salama / Bob Cartwright Alfa 
which suffered total brake fade and smashed into 
a tree. They were unhurt and continued in a hire 
car but I think the old Alfa is a write off.

As we crossed into France and came down from
the mountains it started to get very hot again and 
by the time we reached the Pau Arnos circuit
{where there was an excellent lunch} it was even 
hotter than the Monday.  For some reason Pau 
insisted we all wore helmets except on a parade lap 
we all did.

I was concerned about the Corvette overheating in 
the conditions but in the event the car was fine 
but I got very hot in the borrowed helmet and it 
put me off doing the F3 run that was available 
during our visit.  Several other regulars did have a 
go including Steven “the Stig” Gash and all 
seemed to very much enjoy the experience.
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We met former regular runners Dave and Sue 
Woolfe who now live quite near to the circuit and
after parking at the Casino in Pau we went for a 
drink with them in a bar nearby.

It was extremely hot in Pau and though the 
Corvette itself had no problems the combination
of the high temperatures and the heat that 
always comes off the transmission tunnel made
the run into town very tiring and the first beer of 
the night very welcome.

The mid event dinner was held at the Casino in a 
private dining room, we were staying at a Best 
Western which was within walking distance so we 
attended the dinner and met the Woolfes and others 
for a drink afterwards. 

The following day was more or less as hot as the 
previous 2 and on leaving Pau we travelled onto 
the Nagaro circuit.

This was less twisty than Pau and had a long 
main straight which suited the Corvette much
more and enabled me briefly to hit top gear 
and around 110mph before braking hard.  The 
Corvette now is very quick down the straights 
but does not feel as well balanced as it used to 
a few years ago on some of the corners, 
perhaps I need a suspension expert next!
There was another lunch provided in the pits 
and Dave and Sue left to go back to their new 
home afterwards. 
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We left after lunch to go onto a wine company at 
Buzet and then onto Bordeaux.  While the 
Corvette was running fine the fan belts started 
slipping and making a loud screaming noise.  This 
is a common problem so I always carry a few 
spare belts and Brit Assist changed one for me at 
the overnight halt.  I understand they used another 
of my spare belts for an Austin Healey which 
needed it.  This was the night of the England v 
Croatia world cup match and we ended up 
watching England’s 5-1 thrashing in an Irish bar.
To add to the pleasure France only managed a 
miserable 1-1 home draw.  Bordeaux looked a nice place and walking back to our hotel we went 
past the impressive Opera house. 

It was still very warm on the Thursday as we set 
off North to the Cognac district and the first 
checkpoint which was the Hennessey Cognac 
factory.  This turned out to be quite interesting as 
once again I was struck over the level of care that
was taken over the product and the company had 
taken quite a bit of trouble to make the tour 
interesting.

The founder Richard Hennessey it emerged was 
actually Irish though the vital position of master
blender of the company has been in the same
French family for over 200 years.

Once again it was a hot day and the lunch halt was 
at Angouleme which has a street circuit which 
holds the famous Circuit des Ramparts historic car 
race every year.

We lapped the circuit though as it was open to 2 
way traffic at the time the only impression it made
on me was how tight, narrow, and twisty it was.  I 
can’t imagine much overtaking takes place here. 
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The days run ended at Poitiers home of 
Futuroscope which for some reason has been an 
MSA overnight halt 3 times now.  It still looks 
like as much like a godforsaken mix of soulless 
hotels, empty offices, massive car parks, and 
roundabouts as it did the previous 2 times we 
were there! 

The final day Friday started out much cooler 
which actually made it more pleasant.  It was 
along classic French B type roads which are 
mainly fast and straight and involved interesting 
stops at Richelieu and the Chateau d’Azay le Rideau.

Richelieu was built by the famous Cardinal the 
most powerful man in France during the reign of 
Louis X111 and was designed as a piece by the 
same architect.  The heat from the transmission
tunnel over the previous 2 days had melted the 
glue holding John’s shoe together so he took the 
opportunity to buy a new pair from the market
square there. 

The Chateau turned out to be very nice and in 
another pretty small village. We were running 
quite early at this point given that the final

checkpoint was Le Mans where the circuit opening time was pretty fixed.  We arrived at Le Mans to 
do the short Bugatti circuit {the full 24 hour track 
being mainly on public roads} and after being held 
up for quite a while eventually got out to do a few 
laps.

The circuit has some interesting corners plus it 
involves going past the towering grandstands and 
under the famous Dunlop bridge used in the 24 
hour race where there is enough of a straight for 
the Corvette to hit quite a reasonable speed 
{maybe 120 mph}.  John didn’t fancy taking the 
car out here and for some reason I didn’t go out 
again mainly because I did not want to risk 
breaking anything on the car now the run was nearly over.  Instead I took a few photos of other cars 
on the track and then left quite early for the final stop at Versailles. 
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The sun had come out again by now but not with 
as much heat as earlier in the run so driving was 
quite pleasant.  The route into Versailles was 
surprisingly traffic free for a Friday afternoon 
and so we made the final checkpoint before 5pm
and were the 2nd car home.  We were parking 
outside the Town Hall where a large crowd of 
curious locals were there to greet us.  There was 
to be a reception at the town hall and as we were 
staying at the Pullman hotel across the road we 
went and checked in first.  Upon returning there 
was a team photo taken on the steps of the Town 

Hall and then a wonderful reception involving champagne and smoked salmon sandwiches in the 
beautiful grounds of the Town Hall at the back. 

We went back to the Pullman and found out that 
the hotel bar obviously used somewhere like 
Stringfellows as its price comparator, a 0.5 litre 
draft beer being 10 Euro!  Certainly not the place
to practise your binge drinking.  Those who had 
not checked in prior to the reception ended up in 
long queues both to check in and for the lifts.

The final dinner was in another hotel near to the 
Palace and the elaborate dining room was 
apparently based on one of the rooms within the
Palace itself.

We shared a table with amongst others Fayek 
and Bob who were by now already planning 
next year’s runs.
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Some of the run were taking an extra day in Europe but we and most of the Yorkshire contingent 
were booked on that nights Zeebrugge-Hull ferry. It was a fairly comfortable run to get there by mid
afternoon by which time it was getting warm again and after an uneventful and quiet crossing we 
were back home by just after 10am Sunday morning.

All in all I’d say this was one of the best Euro runs I have been on, great driving roads, 3 good 
circuits, wonderful {if anything too hot} weather, first class organisation, interesting checkpoints, 
great overnight stops {except for Futuroscope!}and no problems with the car.

I’d certainly put this in my top 5 of the 14 Euros I have done. 

Bill Martland

1969 Chevrolet Corvette 

Car Number 55 
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